than 0.54 g/cm3 . Almost all of the core cut below
that depth was recovered in good condition. The
maximum depth reached was 71 m, at which level
the density was 0.71 g/cm 3 . At this point, on
January 19, the drill froze in the ice, preventing
further penetration. It was finally freed and returned
to the surface on February 2.
The core was weighed, to determine its density,
and then stored. Selected specimens were returned
to the cold rooms of the Institute of Polar Studies,
where grain size and structure will be examined
along with the geochemistry and composition of microparticles.

Measurement of Ice-Surface Movement
by Aerial Triangulation
HENRY H. BRECHER

Investigation of Meserve Glacier
GERALD HOLDSWORTH
Institute of Polar Studies
Ohio State University
During the austral summer of 1965-1966, investigations were begun to determine the conditions of
ice flow at the base of the Meserve Glacier in
Wright Valley (cf. Antarctic Journal, Vol. I, No. 4,
p. 138). The program was continued in the
1966-1967 season, with emphasis being placed on
the remeasurement of certain of the dynamic parameters involved. The sampling of ice for laboratory
analysis was resumed.
Last season, the tunnel in the base of the glacier
was driven to a point 55 m from the ice cliff. Including lateral drifts, a total of II 2 m of tunneling

Institute of Polar Studies
Ohio State University
In the 1962-1963 austral summer, the Institute of
Polar studies began a program to measure surface
movement of the ice sheet between Byrd Station and
Mount Chapman (82°34'S. 105°55'W.) by aerial
triangulation of markers spaced approximately 4 km
apart across the 360-km distance.
The author accompanied this party in order to
remeasure some of the elements in the ground control for the aerial triangulation. The control arrays
at Byrd Station and at Mount Chapman were resurveyed and the lengths of the baselines remeasured.
Azimuths of the two baselines were measured by
observations on the sun, and part of the traverse
near Mount Chapman was repeated.
In spite of the fact that the reflectors could not
be satisfactorily acquired on the aircraft's radar, the
photo mission was flown successfully on November
30, 1966, with the aircraft maintaining the proper
track by following the Sno-Cat's tracks on the surface. The aerial triangulation is now in progress in
the Department of Geodetic Science at Ohio
State University under the supervision of Dr. S. K.
Ghosh.
Snow accumulation was measured again along the
entire line of markers. Accumulation between Byrd
Station and a point 300 km southeastward was only
11.0 g/cm 2 /yr in 1965-1966, as compared with
16.1 g/cm2 /yr for 1962-1965. In the vicinity of
Mount Chapman, however, the accumulation for the
two periods was the same (21.3 g/cm 2/yr). It was
interesting to note that the variation of accumulation
along the line of markers was strikingly similar during the two time intervals.
July-August, 1967
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Loner ice tongue of Mc.serse Glacier. Note surface
ace 'steps.
The ice (li/f IS 15-20 in high.

(Photo by G. Holdsworth)

View of interior of Meserve Glacier tunnel showing dislodged
ice block at a drift corner.
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